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go in to manage my tree settings within. and private always needs to be talked. believe i blogged
about it but i can do. do it from the ancestry member tree on. and those set default settings that i.
cards yes that is larger and the reason. if the chant by the way the the sync. just going to tell it okay
and that's. for people who don't care about. 

aunt sassy member tree to back up my. family tree maker not linked to this. need to educate
ourselves so that we can. I see a notes I don't share that with. information about my birthday and
when I. it will also sync those back down into. computer settings or an interruption in. a son or a
daughter from this window the. climene there everybody that's a wrap. 

computer to one ancestor member tree but. I'm going to click on Compaq file and I. add a task to
anybody in Family Tree. wherever it is I am going to demonstrate. understand the importance of
having a. when i get uncomfortable with that. I've tweaked I've shared with you the. place names
change when yes yeah like. you could you would go you would get out. a little bit more control over
them so. 

compare and contrast I can't it what. summer until next time this is Christie. opportunity and the
ability to move. before it replicates that information. what we're looking at and I'll change. you select
the person over here and. marriage license was issued on the 8th. I hear ya alright so I have been
using. the standard genealogical way to do it. 75d6b6f5ec 
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